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Abstract  38 
 39 
Level 4.1 from the Abri du Maras (Ardèche, France) is chronologically attributed to the beginning of MIS 3 40 
and is one example of late Neanderthal occupations in the southeast of France. Previous work on the faunal 41 
and lithic remains suggest that this level records short-term hunting episodes of reindeer associated with 42 
fragmented lithic reduction sequences. During fieldwork, the high density of the material did not allow 43 
identification of clear spatial patterning of these activities. In order to try to decipher the palimpsest of 44 
these short-term occupations, we combined contextual micro-stratigraphic analysis with interdisciplinary 45 
and methodological approaches to obtain high-resolution intra-site spatial data. The former was performed 46 
by studying microfacies variability of occupation layers at meso to microscales. A combination of spatial 47 
techniques based on GIS and kernel density analysis, along with faunal and lithic refitting was used and 48 
focused on the horizontal distribution of the whole archaeological assemblage.  49 
The results demonstrate that quantitative approaches, associated with the interdisciplinary empirical 50 
processing of data, are suitable and adequate methods for describing the spatio-temporal formation of the 51 
archaeological assemblage. This integrated approach allowed us to identify a temporal succession of 52 
occupational events marked by distinctive anthropic imprints in the host matrix in well-preserved activity 53 
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areas. The analysis of their spatial patterns reveals differential treatment of lithic and faunal remains.  We 54 
describe the possible organization of the settlement patterns dynamics of these specialized short-term 55 
occupations. 56 
 57 
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1. Introduction 61 

 62 
The interpretation of lithic and faunal assemblages in terms of human settlement patterns is one of the 63 
main issues in Prehistoric Archaeology for reconstructing behavioural strategies. Most Middle Palaeolithic 64 
assemblages are viewed as palimpsests formed from successive episodes of occupation that cannot be 65 
individually identified (Bailey 2007). They originate from the convergence into a single space of 66 
anthropogenic events with depositional, erosional and post-depositional processes (Lucas 2005, 2012) 67 
which is exclusively defined by stratigraphic criteria (Vaquero 2008). Even in archaeological contexts of high 68 
temporal resolution, each stratigraphically-expressed palimpsest is acknowledged to integrate successive 69 
occupation events (i.e. Julien et al. 1992; Vaquero 2008, Malinsky-Buller et al. 2011; Henry 2012; Vaquero et 70 
al. 2012a; Chacón et al. 2015; Machado et al. 2013, 2019; Mallol et al. 2019; Real et al. 2019).  71 
 72 
A variety of methods have been used to attempt to identify behaviourally significant spatial patterns in 73 
terms of activities performed by Neanderthals (i.e. Adler and Conard 2005; Henry 2012; Bargalló et al. 2016; 74 
2020; Chacón et al. 2015; Dibble et al. 2018; Ekshtain et al. 2019; Marín et al. 2019). The critical issue of the 75 
palimpsest relevance has been more specifically approached by refitting analysis of lithics and faunal 76 
remains and spatial analysis (Henry 2012) in order to reconstruct the archaeological assemblage formation 77 
from a spatio-temporal perspective. Quantitative approaches, particularly using geostatistical tools, have 78 
recently provided a more refined analysis of human occupational patterns (Romagnoli and Vaquero 2016; 79 
Gabucio et al. 2018; Marín et al. 2019) 80 
 81 
Previous interdisciplinary studies on the Maras 4.1 archaeological assemblage have provided solid data to 82 
recognize distinctive events of short-term and specialized occupation (Moncel et al. 2010, 2014; Hardy et al. 83 
2013, 2020; Vettese 2014, Richard et al. 2015; Vettese et al. 2017; Daujeard et al. 2019a). The combination 84 
of zooarchaeological, cementochronological and tooth microwear analyses reveals a single-species 85 
dominated spectrum, with catastrophic mortality and repeated autumnal deaths during a cold and humid 86 
phase of MIS 3. This integrated approach points to short-term hunting episodes of reindeer herds. The 87 
technological analysis strategies indicate the fragmentation of the reduction processes in a local and semi-88 
local perimeter around the cave. The lithic procurement shows a flexible Neanderthal strategy combining 89 
forethought and planning. Results on micro-wear traces and residues point to mainly non-specialized 90 
activities. Considering the abundance of flint sources in the area, Neanderthal mobility appears to have 91 
been organized around the procurement of other important resources, including fauna and plants for food 92 
or tools as well. 93 
 94 
Our objective here is to apply an integrated approach to the lithic and faunal materials based on refitting 95 
and spatial distribution in order to more fully understand the behaviours, activities and duration of the 96 
occupations of late Neanderthals in south-eastern France. We intend to interrogate our previously 97 
proposed circulating model of regional mobility that strongly depended upon a detailed knowledge of the 98 
regional micro-topography and the seasonally available resources (Daujeard and Moncel 2010; Moncel and 99 
Daujeard 2012; Daujeard et al. 2012; Daujeard et al. 2016). We also aim to challenge our initial hypothesis 100 
of reindeer mass hunting strategies (Daujeard et al. 2019a), in order to refine our interpretation of the site 101 
function for the level 4.1 occupation phase. 102 
This should also help us to better understand the topographical constraints of this widely opened shelter 103 
adjacent to a small, narrow valley on the types of occupation, their spatial pattern and their duration in 104 
comparison to other examples of short-term Middle Paleolithic occupation (i.e. Vallverdú et al. 2005; 105 
Costamagno et al 2006; Hovers et al. 2011; Sánchez-Hernández et al. 2014; Bargalló et al. 2016; 2020; Castel 106 
et al. 2017; Villaverde et al. 2017; Mallol et al. 2019; Real et al. 2019; Mora Torcal et al. 2020; Picin et al. 107 
2020; Bargalló et al. 2020).  108 
Moreover, the chronological attribution of the level 4.1 at the beginning of the MIS 3 between 46 ± 3 ka and  109 
40 ± 3 ka (Richard et al. 2015) places the occupation among the most recent Neanderthal occupations in 110 
Western Europe (Higham et al. 2014). The Abri du Maras is not isolated in the area and it is close to other 111 
late Middle Palaeolithic occupations, such as Le Figuier, Mandrin Cave (Vandevelde et al. 2017), Baume 112 
Néron (Defleur et al. 1994), Saint Marcel (Moncel et al. 2008; Szmidt et al., 2010) and Abri des Pêcheurs. 113 



 
 

Likewise, the nearby Chauvet cave with its Aurignacian painting attests to the presence of Modern Humans 114 
in the region at 32-36 ka (Nomade et al. 2016). It is now well established that the replacement of 115 
Neanderthal by Modern Humans between 50 and 40 ka was characterized by a regionalization of lithic 116 
traditions, as shown for instance by various “transitional industries”. Technological strategies and land use 117 
patterns varied greatly in different regions (Quina/Levallois technologies for instance in southwestern 118 
France (Delagnes and Rendu 2011, Rendu et al. 2012), or “bout coupé” in England (Ruebens and Wragg 119 
Sykes 2016). Therefore, the level 4.1 from the Abri du Maras site could provide one of the latest traces of 120 
Neanderthals in the area. 121 
 122 
 123 

2. The Abri du Maras site and the level 4.1 124 

 125 
2.1 The site 126 
The site of Abri du Maras (170 m a.s.l.) is located on the right bank of the Middle Rhône Valley (Fig. 1), in a 127 
small dry valley of the Ardèche River, at the outer edge of the gorges. This rockshelter opens to the south-128 
east and is the relict of a large cave at the end of the small valley (Debard 1988; Moncel et al. 2010, 2015). 129 
 130 
The first archaeological investigations at Abri du Maras revealed a stratigraphic sequence of about 3 m 131 
including eight levels with Middle Palaeolithic deposits and a Levallois laminar debitage (upper part of the 132 
sequence, level 1) (Gilles 1950; Combier 1967; Debard 1988; Moncel et al. 1994). The new excavations that 133 
started in 2006 have since provided a wide exposure of the succession of occupation layers. The excavations 134 
were conducted with classical methodologies, using a square meter grid and plotting each object with a 135 
total station. A GIS database recorded the spatial distribution (vertical and horizontal) information. 136 
Sediments were regularly dry and wet screened for microvertebrates, micro-flakes and shells.  137 
 138 
The new excavations include the middle and lower parts of the sequence partially excavated during past 139 
fieldwork (previously assigned levels 4 to 8). Six large units or layers have been identified but their 140 
relationship with previously assigned levels is unclear due to loss of overlying infill.  Stratigraphic layers 6 141 
and 5 are at present the oldest units currently known. They lie on the limestone substratum, visible on 142 
different parts of the excavated areas far from the actual shelter overhang. The overlying layer 4 is a 0.5 to 1 143 
m thick, silty to sandy-silty loessic deposit, mostly of aeolian origin. The coarse components come from frost 144 
shattering and gravitational fall of the limestone walls of the rock shelter. The loessic fine fraction originates 145 
primarily from the wind erosion of the fluvio-glacial terraces of the Middle Rhône valley during the cold and 146 
dry conditions of MIS 3 (Puaud et al. 2015). The initial loessic deposits have been weakly affected by gentle 147 
runoff and pedogenic transformations that are essentially expressed by an intense earthworm bioturbation 148 
and moderate redistribution of calcium carbonate along root channels (Puaud et al. 2015). The excavation 149 
has revealed the occurrence of two archaeological levels, 4.2 and 4.1, clearly separated by a sterile loessic 150 
layer, which have been exposed over 50 m2 in the front of the remaining shelter (Moncel et al. 2014). The 151 
two distinctive occupation phases both have a high density of artefacts, the lack of in situ combustion 152 
evidence, the occurrence of patchy greyish to reddish-brown microaggregate lenses that have been 153 
suspected to be hearth remains during the excavation. Rare artefacts have been encountered in the 154 
overlying layers (3, 2, and 1). U/Th dating applied to bones from the top of unit 5/bottom of layer 4 yielded 155 
ages of 72 ± 3 ka, 87 ± 5 ka, 89 ± 4 ka, and 91 ± 4 ka (Moncel et al. 1994; Moncel and Michel 2000). New 156 
preliminary ESR-U/Th dating of ungulate teeth confirmed the chronology of layer 5 (90 ± 9 ka) but gave 157 
more recent ages for layer 4, attributed at the most to MIS 3. At present, the upper part of layer 4 defined 158 
as level 4.1 can be framed between 46 ± 3 ka (n=2) and 40 ± 3 ka, while 4.2 level would range from 55 ± 2 ka 159 
(n=3) to 42 ± 3 ka , therefore both belonging to the MIS 3 (Richard et al. 2015). This chronological 160 
attribution is consistent with Heinrich events H5 and H4, correlated to the D-O #12 event, a record in the 161 
Villars speleothems (Genty et al. 2010) of a woody steppe with a relatively warm and humid climate in 162 
contrast to the earlier periods.  163 
 164 
2.2 Layer 4 and level 4.1 165 
 166 



 
 

At the upper part of the large layer 4, the excavation of sub-level 4.1 (34 m² surface) (Fig. 2, 3) exposed a 167 
dense accumulation of archaeological remains throughout the 20 cm thick deposit. Its meticulous 168 
excavation has not revealed the occurrence of any significant change in colour, structure or texture that 169 
would be closely associated with the occurrence of the archaeological items, emphasizing the homogeneity 170 
of the clayey-sandy silt sedimentary matrix (see Fig. S1). The accumulation of the archaeological materials 171 
was observed to correlate with increased amount of coarse components issued from the pedogenic 172 
weathering of the limestone cliff together with the presence of collapsed limestone slabs for levels 4.1 and 173 
4.2. This repeated joint occurrence has allowed us to associate each phase of human presence with specific 174 
environmental conditions that were favourable to vegetation colonization of the limestone cliff and soil 175 
development on the uppermost limestone plateau.  176 
 177 
In contrast, the fine silt texture typical of intact aeolian dust, the weak effect of pedogenesis and the lack of 178 
coarse limestone fraction in the sterile deposit that accumulated between 4.1 and 4.2 levels indicates that 179 
the site was not occupied when the climate was colder and drier. Microvertebrate remains, and pollen 180 
grains are very rare at the site due to poor preservation, whereas charcoals are commonly encountered 181 
throughout the two occupation layers showing in general a good preservation independently of a highly 182 
variable abundance. The number of charcoal fragments in level 4.1 is low with a dominance of Pinus 183 
sylvestris type and Betula sp. (Daujeard et al. 2019a). A lack of preferential orientation of the archaeological 184 
materials, confirmed by statistical tests on the trends in orientation of the materials shows the minimal 185 
effect of post-depositional processes (Fig. S2).  Moreover, the occurrence of some herbivore bones found in 186 
close anatomical association, with no evidence of post-fragmentation and broken bones in situ by post-187 
depositional factors, along with the abundance of small lithic and faunal microremains (≤ 1cm) confirm the 188 
very low impact of post-depositional processes (Fig. 3). 189 
 190 
 191 
2.2.1 The faunal assemblage of level 4.1 192 
 193 
The small and large mammal assemblage that is dominated by reindeer (88% of the NISP, representing 16 194 
individuals) with a minor occurrence of horse, bison, giant deer, red deer, ibex and lagomorphs, highlights 195 
open landscapes under cold and arid climate. There are no carnivore remains (Daujeard et al. 2019a).  196 
For reindeer, long bones largely dominate the accumulation and, among them, the richest elements in meat 197 
and marrow, indicate primary carcass processing on the kill site with subsequent selective transport of the 198 
carcass elements. The scarcity of the axial skeleton and of the limb extremities is interpreted as 199 
abandonment at the kill site and/or an in situ differential and/or spatial preservation or treatment of spongy 200 
bones (bone grease extraction). Presence of cut and percussion marks on the remains of all types of species 201 
indicates that all the steps of the carcass treatment were processed in situ: skinning, dismembering and 202 
removing tendons, periosteum, flesh, marrow and possibly bone grease extraction. 203 
The high number of reindeer individuals, catastrophic mortality profile, restricted season of death and 204 
intensive butchery may correspond with a planned mass hunting strategy of a particular species, with 205 
repeated autumnal deaths. The zooarchaeological data highlight diverse subsistence activities managed at 206 
the site, including the use of bones for fuel, with the high rates of carbonised bone fragments (majority less 207 
than 25 mm long) and the in situ consumption of meat and marrow. The presence of non-specialised 208 
activities differs from other Neanderthal reindeer-dominated assemblages, often connected with 209 
specialised sites such as hunting camps, with evidence of food storage and no or scant use of fire, i.e. 210 
Salzgitter-Lebenstedt (Gaudzinski and Roebroeks 2000; Gaudzinski-Windheuser, 2006), Pech de l’Azé IV 211 
(Niven 2013), Jonzac (Niven et al. 2012), Roc de Marsal (Castel et al. 2017) and Les Pradelles (Costamagno et 212 
al. 2006). Here, the data rather suggest the recurrent use of the site as a dwelling camp. 213 
 214 
2.2.2 The lithic assemblage of level 4.1 215 
 216 
The lithic material in level 4.1 totals 2041 items (excavations from 2006-2018 seasons) (Table 1, Tables S1-217 
S4, Fig. S2). The applied technical strategies indicate the fragmentation of the “chaîne opératoire” into local 218 
and semi-local perimeters around the site (i.e. Moncel et al. 2014). Flint is the main raw material followed 219 
by quartz and occasionally basalt, limestone, granite, sandstone, quartzite and schist. The assemblage is 220 



 
 

mainly composed of flakes and fragments of flakes, including 4.3% Levallois flakes (n=88). Laminar products 221 
(blades and bladelets) total 208 pieces (10.2%), including 58 Levallois blades. Points total 81 pieces (3.9%), 222 
including some clear Levallois points (n=44). There are 51 cores (2.5%), Levallois, discoidal-type, on flake 223 
and others. Only 22 cores can be related to the Levallois concept (preferential flake, unipolar convergent 224 
removals for points and centripetal). The other cores are unifacial unipolar, discoid, Kombewa, trifacial, 225 
orthogonal or crude. Most of them are not exhausted. The original form is possibly a flake for some of 226 
them, and for the others a nodule, a pebble, a fragment of slab or undetermined. 227 
Pebble tools are rare (one in quartz), while we total 32 entire or broken pebbles in various stones. Flake 228 
tools are rare as well (n = 46, 1.1%). They are mainly scrapers and denticulates, including one Quina scraper 229 
made on a thick and large flint flake. Levallois products are not retouched. 230 
The presence of cortical products (both backed and unbacked) suggests that a part of the debitage has been 231 
performed on the site with an introduction of already prepared cores. This is also the case for the blades 232 
with both cortical and non-cortical blades and points (Fig. 4). There are also backed blades and bladelets. If 233 
we compare the ratio of blades and points, there is an over-representation of these products compared to 234 
cores. Cores are mainly smaller and few exhausted on nodules or flakes except the Levallois and some 235 
centripetal cores made on flakes. A deep reduction would be necessary to be flaked again. The largest 236 
products could not be produced on the site and any large by-products are present. 237 
The largest flint flakes, Levallois blades (both cortical and non-cortical, mainly with unipolar schemes) and 238 
points were produced elsewhere, to the north and south of the site (up to 20-30 kmand then brought to the 239 
shelter (Fig. 4). We total 55 pieces between 60 and 105 mm long (25 blades, 20 flakes and 10 points). 240 
According to geological analysis applied to a sample of more than 200 pieces, 13 raw material types were 241 
identified, with several types still unknown. They may have been collected from the Rhône Valley coming 242 
from the Alps Mountains. The main flint types so far identified attest to: (1) flint procurement on the 243 
plateau to the north of the site at a distance of 3 to 30 km (local to semi-local Barremian formations) from 244 
secondary flint outcrops and conglomerates, (2) secondary collection to the south, on a plateau located 245 
between 2 and 20 km from the site, involving crossing the Ardèche River (Ludian and Lutecian formations). 246 
The diversity of types is due to frequent gathering from conglomerates and indicates the indiscriminate use 247 
of all kinds of existing flint in each outcrop. Neanderthals collected flint while performing other activities, in 248 
a perimeter of 30 km around the site as an anticipation of future domestic needs. 249 
In terms of tool use, evidence of impact fractures suggests that some points, blades and flakes, could have 250 
been used as projectile tips, possibly as part of a complex projectile system (Hardy et al. 2013). 251 
Neanderthals exploited a wide range of resources including large mammals, fish, birds (possibly waterfowl 252 
and raptors), rabbits, plants, wood, and possibly mushrooms. Twisted fibres on stone tools provide evidence 253 
of making string or cordage (Hardy et al. 2020). Most of the stone tools were used for cutting, whatever 254 
their size and shape (including the Quina scraper). Imported artefacts and artefacts made on the site were 255 
used for the same range of activities and materials (butchery, plant and woodworking - Moncel et al. 2014).  256 
 257 

3. Materials and methods 258 
 259 
3.1 Contextual stratigraphic analysis 260 
 261 
This methodology focuses on the attributes of the sedimentary matrix immediately associated with the 262 
artefacts in order to examine the three-dimensional spatial relationships among objects and deposits 263 
(Goldberg and Berna 2009). The aim is to identify at the finest scales the stratigraphic reality of human 264 
occupation episodes of level 4.1 with their distinctive microfacies assemblage resulting from the 265 
interference of depositional events and anthropic activities (Courty 2001). 266 
** 267 
As previously debated (Daujeard et al. 2019a), the contrast between the homogeneity at macroscale of the 268 
level 4.1 and the dense accumulations of archaeological remains makes interpreting the imprints of human 269 
occupation on the sedimentary matrix difficult. Also, the common occurrence of burnt bone fragments and 270 
the abundance of dispersed charcoals but no evidence of in situ heating makes a link occupation with fire-271 
related activities unclear. The occurrence of greyish to reddish-brown thin lenses contrasting from the 272 
embedding loessic sediment by their granular structure were suspected to be possible remains of 273 



 
 

combustion deposits (Daujeard et al. 2019a). This suggested that the level 4.1 homogeneity could either 274 
express weak impact of human activities on the host sediment during short occupation events or complete 275 
alteration of anthropic attributes by post-depositional processes. 276 
In the absence of a distinctive microstratification throughout level 4.1 or of clear living-floors, contextual 277 
stratigraphic analysis was performed in the field by testing the link between any noticeable changes of 278 
microfacies and the occurrence of human artefacts. All subtle variations of microfacies identified by 279 
contrasting structure, texture or colour from the homogeneous host sediment have been exhaustively 280 
sampled to perform a systematic analysis of the microresidues from the bulk sediment samples. A sample of 281 
bulk matrix has also been systematically collected with each burnt bone or charcoal fragment that was 282 
exposed during the excavation. The same strategy was adopted for the polymer compounds that are similar 283 
to the previously identified ones in similar Neanderthal contexts (Courty et al. 2012). The polymer films, 284 
filaments and aggregates were identified with the naked eye during the excavation wihtint heir host matrix. 285 
. The exposure in square I6 of a 5 cm thick microstratified sublayer showing a succession of three greyish 286 
brown microaggregate lenses interwoven with abundant humified plant fragments and layered faunal 287 
remains with anatomical connections has provided a unique chance to perform a high resolution 288 
microfacies analysis during the excavation (Fig. 5).  289 
At an early stage of the excavation, a continuous column of undisturbed sediment blocks was sampled in a 290 
benchmark section for the fabrication of thin sections for micromorphological study. The column sampling 291 
was performed in an area with low density of human artifacts.  292 
All the bulk samples collected along the course of the excavation were water-sieved to obtain the total 293 
dispersion of the weakly resistant aggregates, clean grain surfaces and separation by sized-fractions (>2 mm, 294 
2-1 mm, 1mm-500 µm, 500-250 µm, 250-100 µm) after separation of light components by flotation. A 295 
morphological and mineralogical classification of the water-sieved residues was performed under the 296 
binocular microscope in order to perform a microfacies analysis of layer 4.1 and to identify unusual 297 
elementswhich would contrast from the bulk components. A selection of these unusual elements was 298 
subjected to scanning electron microscope and microprobe analyses (SEM-EDS).  299 
 300 
3.2 Spatial pattern analysis 301 
 302 
Level 4.1 is possibly a palimpsest of several occupations.  The density and thickness of the material (Moncel 303 
and Daujeard 2012; Daujeard et al. 2019a).  makes it difficult to distinguish all occupational events and the 304 
intensity or duration of each one (i.e. Mora Torcal et al. 2020). Based on previous results of archaeological 305 
assemblage studies, we decided to test spatial patterning focused on the horizontal distribution of all the 306 
remains from level 4.1 (Moncel et al., 2014; Daujeard et al. 2019a). The spatial patterning of the lithic and 307 
faunal remains is then compared with the data from lithic and faunal refitting and RMU lithic analysis 308 
(Bargalló et al. 2016; 2020; Romagnoli and Vaquero 2019; Fernández-Laso et al. 2020; Spagnolo et al. 2020a, 309 
2020b). These analyses provide insight into some spatial behaviours of Neanderthal groups occupying the 310 
rock shelter. Moreover, they provide a key to improving our knowledge of their cultural capabilities 311 
(Vaquero and Pastó 2001). However, given the limited extent of currently excavated surface, the analyses do 312 
not consider the entire area occupied by Neanderthals at the site. GIS analysis was carried out using ArcGIS 313 
10 software (ArcMap 10.4) (ESRI 2014). Nearest Neighbour Analysis and Kernel density analyses were used 314 
to identify the distribution pattern statically and visually. The research radius in the Kernel density analysis 315 
was defined as half standard deviation of our data.  316 
 317 
3.3 Faunal refits 318 
 319 
Bone fragments are less often included in refitting program than lithic materials. However, to discuss both 320 
the synchronic and diachronic components of transport and carcass processing events, bone refitting is 321 
essential (Rosell et al. 2012, 2019; Bargalló et al. 2016; Romagnoli and Vaquero 2019). Faunal remain 322 
refitting is one of the last steps of the zooarchaeological analyses, after taxonomic and anatomical 323 
determinations and taphonomic studies and can aid in the understanding of the taphonomic dynamics of 324 
the assemblage. Bone refitting can be complex because of species diversity within faunal assemblages and 325 
the quantity of bone fragments. Furthermore, material weakness increased the post-depositional 326 
fragmentation which may add to the perimortem fragmentation (Poplin 1976; Soulier 2013).  327 



 
 

 328 
All the three-dimensionally recorded archaeological remains (n= 1946) and the ≤ 1-1.5 cm material non-329 
recorded collected by sieving (n= 242) are taken into account.  330 
 331 
In our work, mechanical and anatomical refitting (articulation and bilateral pairs) focused mostly on long 332 
bones and teeth of large- and medium-size ungulates (Morín et al. 2005; Lyman 2008; Enloe 2010; 333 
Férnandez-Laso 2010). Spongy undetermined fragments were excluded in systematic refitting but 334 
undetermined shaft fragments (≥ 2cm) were included. Green bone or dry bone fracture edges help 335 
determine the homogeneity of assemblages through the identification of the in situ fragment movements 336 
(vertically and horizontally, intra- and inter-levels) (Enloe and David 1989; Villa and Mahieu 1991). Some 337 
refits were found during zooarchaeological analyses while other were notices during excavation. However, 338 
due to the scarcity of the long bone epiphyses and other elements of axial skeleton and carpals and tarsal, 339 
the anatomical refitting yielded few results compared to mechanical refitting, especially the bilateral pairs, 340 
which is quite impossible to identify in archaeological context.  The identification of refits and anatomical 341 
connections during the excavation of level 4.1 revealed a weak pre- and post-depositional spatial 342 
disturbance of the archaeological material and offered us the possibility of distinguishing possible areas of 343 
activity (Rosell et al. 2012, 2019; Vettese 2014). Due to these numerous refits and the good spatial 344 
conservation of the elements, we established a systematic refit protocol for the long bones of Level 4.1 345 
(Vettese 2014, Vettese et al., 2017; Daujeard et al. 2019a): 346 
 347 
(1) Selection and sorting of the identified remains by anatomical parts (ex. humerus, radio-ulna…taking 348 
account all the remains ≥ 2cm);  349 
(2) Sorting by portions and sides (anterior, medial, posterior and lateral) (Fig. 2, Vettese et al. 2017);  350 
(3) Classification of all the remains by lateral side (right, left or undetermined); 351 
(4) Comparison of all the remains between right and left side and also with the undetermined ones, square 352 
by square and between squares;  353 
(5) Spatial distribution analysis of the bone refits and connections to identify the fauna-linked activity areas; 354 
(6) Cross-comparisons with the lithic refits and other disciplines in order to reach a comprehensive view on 355 
the type of occupation based on multiple resources. 356 
 357 
3.4 Lithic Raw Material Units (RMU) and refit lithic analysis 358 
 359 
The Raw Material Units (RMU) and the refit analysis allowed the reconstruction of the temporal formation 360 
of the lithic assemblage and identification of specific events of technical activity. This is defined as an 361 
activity episode related to the manipulation of lithic resources that is performed continuously, without 362 
location changes or temporal interruption (Roebroeks 1988; Vaquero 2008).  363 
 364 
Refits are the most direct evidence to identify pieces belonging to the same RMU. However, other kinds of 365 
data must be considered. First, the macroscopic characteristics of the raw materials, including colour, grain, 366 
size, texture, inclusions and type of cortex. The technical categories, the size of the pieces, together with 367 
their spatial pattern are also used to integrate different artefacts in the same RMU (Machado et al. 2011, 368 
2013; Vaquero et al. 2012a, 2012b; Chacón et al. 2015). In addition, RMU have been characterized by 369 
considering two main features: introducing events defined by the mode of introduction and knapping 370 
events referring to the intentional modification performed inside the site. We have also used petrographic 371 
analysis to group some RMUs on patinated flint due to the very high percentage of patinated flint material 372 
(around 58 %) in level 4.1 (Moncel et al. 2014). 373 
 374 
For the refit analysis, we used the methods and terminology proposed by Cziesla (1990) and Sisk and Shea 375 
(2008). This methodology has been already used in other Middle Paleolithic sites with very good results to 376 
reconstruct the formation and composition of the lithic assemblages (among others: El Salt, Abric del Pastor, 377 
Abric Romaní, Teixoneres cave - Roebroeks 1988; Vaquero 2008; Chacón et al. 2015; Machado et al. 2011, 378 
2013, 2019; Vaquero et al. 2012a, 2012b, 2019; Picin et al. 2020). 379 
Three kinds of connections are distinguished: production-sequence, breakage and retouch refits. For 380 
production and retouch refits, connection lines have been defined according to the chronological order of 381 



 
 

detachments, starting with the first refitted flake to the core or tool. For the refits of broken artefacts, the 382 
connection lines have been established by considering the contacting surface (Vaquero et al. 2012b). The 383 
refitting procedure allows us to distinguish two formingprocesses: (1) sets of artefacts splitting from each 384 
other by controlled conchoidal fracture (e.g., a flake whose ventral side joins to the surface of a core or the 385 
dorsal surface of another flake); and (2) conjoins: fragments of artefacts broken by forces other than 386 
conchoidal fractures (e.g., natural flaws, bending fractures, burning, etc.) (Sisk and Shea 2008). 387 
 388 
A total of 2050 lithic items recorded for level 4.1 were considered for this study, discarding the badly 389 
preserved pieces (with patina or thermal alteration) and pieces ≤ 1 cm long. The amount is not the same 390 
that in Table 1 (n=2041) because some microflakes from the sieving materials were identified as parts of 391 
RMUs due to their macroscopic attributes.  392 
 393 
As a final step for the faunal and lithic refits, their spatial distribution together with the one of the RMU 394 
groups has been analysed. The results obtained are interpreted by integrating the multidisciplinary analysis 395 
of the different resources in order to identify the activity events (technical or related to the exploitation of 396 
carcasses) and their relevance in terms of occupation type for level 4.1. 397 
 398 
 399 

4. Results and interpretation 400 
 401 
4.1 Contextual stratigraphic analysis 402 
 403 
 404 
The micromorphological study performed on the benchmark section covering the entire level 4.1 confirms 405 
its homogeneity throughout the 20 cm thick deposit with a well-developed biogenic microstructure showing 406 
dense packing of earthworm pellets. The absence of distinctive vertical channels and the uniform 407 
composition of the microaggregated fine mass indicate an accumulation of biogenic reworked soil-materials 408 
rather than post-depositional effects of bioturbation. This extensive deposition of previously bioturbated 409 
soil-materials suggests that the limestone cliff was extensively colonized by woody vegetation with dense 410 
roots that trapped the loessic sediment. Incipient in situ redistribution of secondary carbonates along the 411 
packing porosity of the biogenic microaggregates has acted as a weak cementing agent of the deposits, thus 412 
favouring their intact preservation following their accumulation at the surface. In addition to the major silt 413 
component of aeolian origin, level 4.1 also displays an abundant subrounded calcareous coarse fraction (20 414 
to 40 %) of local origin and a minor population of angular quartz fine sands. The surface corrosion of the 415 
local coarse components that is typical of the microbial weathering occurring in root-colonized soil materials 416 
contrasts with the fresh angular sands, thus suggesting a possible exogenous origin. The random 417 
distribution of the limestone components and the lack of any freeze-thaw pedofeatures in the fine mass 418 
indicate that level 4.1 did not suffer from significant effects of frost during its accumulation. 419 
These microstructural characteristics are coherent with the close association of the archaeological materials 420 
with the large slabs that collapsed from the limestone walls and partially fragmented in situ due to 421 
weathering by root colonization, as noticed during the excavation. The formation of level 4.1 can thus be 422 
concluded to have occurred under a mild temperate climate that allowed the formation of a dense 423 
vegetation cover protecting the limestone cliff from the direct effect of rainfall thus offering a dry shelter to 424 
the occupants. In contrast, the fine silt texture, the weak effect of pedogenesis and the lack of coarse 425 
limestone fraction in the sterile loessic deposits that bracket level 4.1 indicates that the site was not 426 
occupied when the limestone cliff was no longer protected by a dense vegetation cover and therefore 427 
directly exposed to winds and rainfall. 428 
  429 
 430 
A few diffuse, cm-thick discontinuities that are marked by a more open micro-aggregation have been 431 
identified in the thin sections. These have sub-horizontal biochannels, well-preserved humidified organic-432 
fragments, slight depletion of the calcitic fine mass and of the coarse fraction, and higher abundance of the 433 
angular quartz sands. This particular microfacies is typical of soil surface that was covered for a while by 434 



 
 

biogenic crusts most probably due to moisture increase, thus inducing microbial activity (Courty et al. 435 
1989). However, the scarcity of microartefacts (bone and charred residues) and the absence of a distinctive 436 
trampled-linked microstructure do not allow us to consider these subtle discontinuities as residual living 437 
floors (Gé et al. 1993). 438 
These discontinuities differ from the greyish to reddish-brown microaggregate lenses by their diffuse 439 
characteristics and the lack of distinctive attributes for relating them to human activities. 440 
In contrast, the greyish to reddish-brown microaggregate lenses have been clearly identified in the field 441 
along the course of excavation by their sharp contact with the host homogeneous sediment, their loose 442 
microstructure and the common occurrence of microartefacts (Fig.5a, b). 443 
  444 
Their microfacies analysis reveals a dense packing of coarser aggregates (5 mm in average) that have a high 445 
structural stability and a marked hydrophobicity as compared to the homogeneous level 4.1. A great 446 
diversity of abundant millimetre-sized microresidues with clean, hydrophobic surfaces have been retrieved 447 
from the fine mass (Fig.6a). They comprise a high amount of the angular quartz sands that are similar to the 448 
ones in the weak discontinuities, along with abundant polymer components, siliceous sandstones, glassy 449 
breccia, metal films, fine charcoal, vitreous chars, shell fragments, flint micro-flakes, humified plant 450 
fragments, whitish ash grains, burnt, calcined or pyrolyzed bone fragments and elements of flying insects.  451 
 452 
The analysis of the water-sieved residues from the matrix associated with charcoals and chars that were 453 
collected throughout level 4.1 revealed similar translucent polymer films and coloured filaments, often in 454 
the form of twisted bundles. 455 
 456 
Within these diverse microresidues, the SEM-EDS analyses showed a common occurrence of 457 
nanostructured deposits of native metals which are either filling micro-cavities, forming aligned droplets, or 458 
being attached as twisted films to vesicles of the microdebris (Fig.6). All these exotic components have been 459 
previously identified in Neanderthal hearths at the Abric Romani (Courty et al. 2012) and have been since 460 
shown to be traces of flash-pyrolysis by-products that are issued from lightning-triggered aerosol 461 
transformation during periods of enhanced atmospheric electrification (Courty 2017). The occurrence of 462 
these flash pyrolysis by-products in the chars and charcoals of level 4.1 indicates the use of wood fuel that 463 
accumulated lightning-formed refractory components of enhanced conductivity in the plant tissues during 464 
tree growth (Courty et al. 2020).  465 
 466 
The microfacies of the microaggregate lenses with their heteroclite microresidues does not match any type 467 
of firing by-products which have been encountered so far in present or past fires of human or natural origin 468 
(Courty et al. 1989; Courty 2012; Macphail and Goldberg 2018). Furthermore, only part of the micro-469 
residues displays burning traces whereas other are unburnt, although showing metal encrustations. In 470 
addition, the sharp contact of these distinctive microfacies with the surrounding and underlying sediment 471 
and the lack of large earthworm channels indicate that the microaggregation was not formed by in situ 472 
reworking of combustion deposits. In contrast to the adjacent bioturbated matrix of level 4.1, the 473 
abundance of human-related microresidues refutes an origin of soil materials falling from the limestone cliff. 474 
Therefore, the microaggregate microfacies must be an earth-made anthropogenic material mixed with fire 475 
residues and lightning-formed organo-mineral components. The observation during the laboratory 476 
treatment by moderate heating at 80°C of a new generation of sticky polymer films bounding the water-477 
sieved residues showed that active catalyzers are still present in the microaggregates and are still reactive. 478 
Similar kinds of highly reactive catalyzers have been observed in recent situations of lightning impact at the 479 
ground along to highly stable polymers and metal pulverisation (Courty 2017; Courty et al. 2020). Compared 480 
to the reference data base, their great abundance in the microaggregate lenses of level 4.1 at the Abri du 481 
Maras helps to establish their anthropogenic deposition from use of lightning-impacted organic materials. 482 
This correlation is confirmed by the good match between the vertical distribution of the archaeological 483 
objects and the depth of the microaggregate lenses shown by the archeostratigraphic profiles. 484 
 485 
The contextual stratigraphic analysis of level 4.1 provides solid support to establish the multiplicity of 486 
occupation episodes for a short duration, which coincides with periods of enhanced lightning in response to 487 
atmospheric increase of ionized aerosols (Courty 2017; Courty et al. 2020). The absence of a continuous 488 



 
 

particle-size range between the coarse and fine components of the artefacts clearly shows the lack of 489 
mechanical fragmentation which would have been caused by intense trampling of long-used surfaces. This 490 
moderate mechanical effects of human activity is confirmed by the microstructural properties of the 491 
successive level 4.1 occupation phases. The weak anthropogenic impact associated with the abundance of 492 
lightning-related microresidues suggests that the successive short-time occupation episodes share in 493 
common a set of activities linked to the use of lightning products.  494 
 495 
The highest density of lithic remains in the main part of the excavated area indicates that the occupations 496 
were preferentially located at a certain distance from the shelter wall, probably at the edge of the shelter 497 
roof (Fig. 7). As suggested by Combier (1967) and Debard (1988), at the time of level 4.1 deposition, the 498 
shelter was already largely collapsed and therefore limited to the right side of the small valley. There is no 499 
clear concentration of artefacts within the site, except a higher density of lithic remains close to the areas 500 
with the microaggregate greyish to brown-reddish lenses at the Northeast part and at the centre of the 501 
excavated area.  502 
 503 
4.2 Spatial patterning 504 
 505 
Level 4.1 has been excavated over a surface of 34 m2 and a total thickness of 20 cm. Due to the dense 506 
accumulation of archaeological remains over the entire surface, it was presumed that level 4.1 did not 507 
present well preserved living floors (Daujeard et al. 2019a, b). After the study of the total archaeological 508 
assemblage (fauna, lithics and others; Fig. S4-8) from different methodological approaches, we decided to 509 
apply some spatial geostatistics in order to identify, from a quantitative point of view, the possible existence 510 
of accumulation areas that could correspond with domestic activity areas (following the definition of 511 
Stevenson 1991; Vaquero and Pastó 2001). 512 
 513 
The Nearest Neighbour Analyses of all the remains, including faunal and lithic materials, show that the 514 
spatial distribution is significantly clustered (all: score z: -55.38, p-value<0.001; bone: z-score: -40.33, p-515 
value<0.001; lithic: z-score: -31.04, p-value<0.001). To visualize the clusters, we applied a Kernel-density 516 
analysis and the results show some clear accumulations of remains. These clusters are associated with the 517 
higher density of archaeological remains (fauna and lithics) and the microaggregate greyish to brown-518 
reddish lenses (Fig. 8). The general pattern of level 4.1 shows four main accumulations areas (A to D) and 519 
three secondary ones (E to G), whereas the other remains are dispersed throughout the entire occupied 520 
surface. Some remains dispersed within the first interval (0–7%, lower concentration of remains) were 521 
located on the areas with few artefacts present, possibly in sectors where the level is residual. 522 
 523 
The spatial patterning of the faunal (Fig. 9) and lithic remains (Fig. 10 and 11) shows significant differences 524 
despite a broadly similar general distribution. The lithics show a larger dispersion of remains (from lines 5 to 525 
8) that the faunal ones (from lines 5 to 7).  Thus, a greater quantity of artefacts was produced by knapping 526 
activities than the exploitation of carcasses and their normal dispersion is usually ≤ 1.5-2 m around the 527 
knapping locations (see refits section). In addition, the lithics present a higher number of clusters than for 528 
the faunal remains, especially for the main largest/dense accumulations areas (Fig. 8).  529 
 530 
 531 
Lithic refits show pieces that connect two accumulations (n=7 refits) whereas faunal refits show only one 532 
(see section 4.3 and 4.4.2 – Fig. 9 and 11). 533 
 534 
Considering the general distribution of the remains and the morphology of the shelter over time, the main 535 
activities areas that are now identified are located just at the centre towards the outside part of the site. 536 
The geological study and the previous excavations showed that the slanted topography of the limestone 537 
substratum with a series of steps encouraged the occupants to settle a bit far from the shelter wall 538 
(Combier 1967). Therefore, the successive occupations followed the shortening of the roof in order to 539 
always settle at the best place, some meters away from the shelter wall. This open, well-lit area was also 540 
conducive to subsistence activities. This pattern is similar to the ones found in other Middle Paleolithic sites 541 
and can also be found in numerous ethnographic accounts (Binford 1978, 1996; Henry et al. 1996, 2004; 542 



 
 

O’Connell 1987; Stevenson 1991; De la Torre et al. 2012; Modolo et al. 2015; Ekshtain et al. 2019; 543 
Fernández-Laso et al. 2020; Spagnolo et al. 2020a, 2020b). 544 
 545 
4.3 Bone refits  546 
 547 
Based on 2188 remains analysed, we identified 222 remains (10%), split into 88 bone refits in level 4.1. 548 
Mechanical refits represent the most frequent type, with 46 green bone fracture refits and 21 dry bone 549 
fracture refits, whereas there were only 21 anatomical refits. The most numerous refits are those 550 
composed of 2 remains (n=64 refits), followed by 3 remains (n=13 refits). Refit groups with more remains 551 
(between 3 and 8) are less frequent (n=11 refits) (Table 2). The longest refit is anatomical and connects 552 
eight elements (including seven complete ones). 553 
 554 
Regarding all refits, 134 connection lines were identified (anatomical refits (n=47), green bone fracture 555 
refits (n=62), dry bone fracture refits (n=25)). The longest distance recorded was 2.51 meters for a green 556 
bone fracture connecting two bones (Table 3). However, the distance of most of the remains refitted was 557 
equal to 0 (52 % of the refits).    558 
 559 
 560 
At taxonomic level, Rangifer tarandus showed the largest number of refits (61 refits) incorporating 547 561 
remains (Table 4), reflecting its dominance at the site.  Equus ferus was the next most common with a 562 
majority of anatomical refits (3/6). We also found refits of non-taxonomically identified elements (20.5 %). 563 
Most of the bone refits were the partial reconstruction of long bone remains, mostly forelimbs (Table 5). All 564 
the bone refit of the head were anatomical refits. 565 
 566 
In horizontal distribution, the bone material followed the pattern observed with the clusters resulted of the 567 
analysis of all the remains. However, areas C and D are grouped together. Most of the refits are in the main 568 
cluster areas defined from the Kernel density (Fig. 8 and 9). These zones are not connected, except for one 569 
mechanical refit, a green bone fracture, connecting the main area D with the secondary area E.  570 
 571 
 572 
4.4 RMU and lithic refits  573 
 574 
As we previously mentioned (see materials and method section), the percentage of patinated flint material 575 
for level 4.1 is high (around 58 %).  A total of 2050 lithic items were considered for this study.  Patinated, 576 
thermally altered, and pieces ≤ 1 cm long were excluded from this study. Nevertheless 52 RMU and 22 577 
refitting groups were recognized.  578 
 579 
4.4.1 RMU analysis 580 
 581 
The 52 RMU identified total 593 pieces (26.3 % of the lithic assemblage, Table 6), mainly in flint and quartz. 582 
Each RMU corresponds to individual technical events and they were categorized as representing either 583 
introduction to the site (introducing events - IE) or modification performed on the site (knapping events - 584 
KE).  585 
 586 
Some RMUs indicate several complete or almost complete knapping sequences produced on-site. All the 587 
technical categories are observed in the same RMU, including the production of the first cortical flakes and 588 
the different phases of reduction sequences and cores. Others show the fragmentation of the reduction 589 
sequences. The smallest RMUs are composed of a single object (isolated artefacts). These pieces were 590 
introduced to the site already knapped and are interpreted as part of tool kits transported by the human 591 
groups while moving throughout their territory. These tools demonstrate the fragmentation of some 592 
reduction processes and the existence of planned behaviour strategies in relation to (1) raw material 593 
constraints and, (2) specific needs in relation to the activities performed within and outside the site. Table 7 594 
synthetizes and describes each identified RMU. 595 
 596 



 
 

The IE are mainly knapping products (flakes, blades and points) of different sizes, produced by both 597 
Levallois and discoidal strategies (e.g. Isol-Fl 1 to 11, Isol-Qtzite 3, Fl-1 – Table 7 and Fig. 10b-d). Some cores 598 
are introduced in an advanced state of reduction and are abandoned at the site after yielding a small 599 
number of flakes (around 2-3) (e.g. RMU Fl-16b, Table 6).  600 
 601 
The KEs demonstrate the co-existence of different core technologies, with a predominance of centripetal 602 
bifacial strategies (e.g. RMUs Fl-5b, Fl-13, Fl-16d to f, Qtz-1). Levallois technology only employs flint and 603 
limestone with unipolar recurrent and recurrent centripetal methods most common. For other stone types 604 
(i.e. quartz) the most frequent methods are orthogonal and discoidal. Nodules, angular fragments and large 605 
flakes form the basis of cores. 606 
 607 
The high degree of reduction often produces cores that are over-exhausted, making it difficult to identify 608 
the method, but the knapping products present the typical attributes necessary to describe the core 609 
technologies. 610 
 611 
The technological analysis of the whole assemblage (Moncel et al. 2014), as well as the RMUs analysis, 612 
shows a high degree of fragmentation of the lithic reduction processes (i.e. Vaquero et al. 2012b; Turq et al. 613 
2013; Vaquero et al. 2012b).  Some isolated pieces are introduced to the site already knapped while some 614 
RMUs show that the main technical processes were realized on the site. However, some pieces are missing, 615 
mainly predetermined flakes and cores (e.g. RMUs Fl-12, Qtz-5). Knapping products and flake tools may 616 
therefore be mobile or curated pieces (i.e. Vaquero et al. 2012a, Vaquero et al. 2012b; Moncel et al., 2014; 617 
Spagnolo et al. 2020b; Mayor et al. 2020; Picin et al. 2020). By contrast, some RMUs show the entire 618 
reduction but not the core, indicating that a core could have been transported away from the site as a new 619 
mobile tool kit. 620 
 621 
There are many isolated artefacts produced in flint (Table 6 and 7). These pieces are all produced with 622 
Levallois technology and are mainly flakes, blades and points. There are some in quartz, quartzite and 623 
basalt, with one quartzite piece that looks like a Levallois product.  The other artefacts are unretouched 624 
flakes or fragments coming from discoidal and orthogonal technologies. 625 
 626 
The spatial distribution of the RMUs does not show any special spatial pattern either by RMU,by type of 627 
stone or technological composition. Their density and spatial distribution correspond to the pattern 628 
observed in the spatial Kernel analysis of the lithic and faunal assemblage (Fig. 8 and 10). Some of them 629 
present a normal dispersion of a knapping area (e.g. RMU Fl-12, Fl-15) (Newcomer and Sieveking 1980; 630 
Böeda and Pelegrin 1985; Cziesla, 1990 Vaquero et al. 2019), while others are spread over the whole 631 
occupation area (e.g. RMU Fl-13, Fl-16). A clear example is the spatial patterning of the RMU Lim-1 (unique 632 
RMU in limestone and formed only by Levallois flakes - Table 7 and Fig. 11d) that corresponds with the 633 
main and largest accumulation identified by the Kernel analysis as well as for the lithics than the bones. 634 
Consequently, this RMU may relate to one specific occupation event. The differences and overlap in RMU 635 
spatial patterning support the hypothesis of repeated short-term occupations. (Vaquero et al. 2012; 636 
Spagnolo et al. 2016; 2020b). 637 
 638 
4.4.2 Lithic refits analysis 639 
 640 
After the analysis of the RMU, some pieces < 1 cm long recovered from the sieving material were also 641 
taking in account for the refitting.  642 
A total number of 22 refits groups comprising 49 pieces have been identified. The lithic refit rate of the 643 
whole lithic assemblage (n=2050) is 2.4% with 8.2% coming only from the identified RMU groups (n=593). 644 
Flint and quartz present the highest number of refits. Most of them are composed of two elements (82%) 645 
and with the largest comprising 4 pieces (Table 8). 646 
The majority are knapping products, mainly flakes and flake fragments. There are only 3 cores and 1 flake-647 
tool (Table 9). These products come mainly from Levallois and discoidal strategies (Fig. 11b, 11d-f). 648 
The refits give 27 connections lines (see Table 10). Most of the lines correspond to knapping connections 649 
(55.5%), knapping fractures and conjoins (22.2 % each). Due to the difficulties in refitting, small retouch 650 



 
 

flakes as well as the high number of isolated artefacts carried out to the site already knapped, it was 651 
difficult to identify refits related to retouch (Table 10, Fig. 4 and Fig 10c, d). Where refits were possible, 652 
knapping connection lines are dominant no matter the stone type.   All of them following the same pattern, 653 
even if), core reduction activities were carried out in situ (e.g. limestone). 654 
The distances of the connection lines vary from several centimeters to almost 4 meters (Table 11). They are 655 
within the normal dispersion range observed by experimental archaeology for on-site knapping sequences 656 
that are normally less than 1 m in diameter and rarely exceeding 2 m (Newcomer and Sieveking 1980; 657 
Böeda and Pelegrin 1985; Cziesla, 1990; Vaquero et al. 2019). Most connection lines are shorter than 1 m 658 
(n=17-63%), six refits (22.2%) are between 1 and 2 m, and only 4 (15%) between 2 and 4 m. The shortest 659 
connection lines belong mainly to the conjoins (post-depositional breakages produce by trampling). The 660 
longest connections lines are all related to knapping activities with only one refit of 3 pieces (belong to a 661 
conjoin) presenting a distance for more than 1.5 m (Fig. 11). Since in situ preservation of anatomical bone 662 
connections and broken artefacts suggests that natural processes have had minimal impact on the site, 663 
these longer connections lines suggest intentional anthropogenic movement of some pieces during daily 664 
activities,. These pieces were knapped in one area and moved to other part of the settlement and/or 665 
abandoned at the place of their last use. These pieces with intra-site mobility are all products of on-site 666 
knapping and are not distinguished by a particular raw material type.   667 
The spatial patterning of the lithic refits reveals two clear patterns. First, the refits are clearly located in the 668 
main accumulation areas identified by the Kernel analysis (Fig. 11). Second, there is an important number of 669 
refits that connect some of the identified clusters (e.g. A with D, E with D, B with G and one between E, F 670 
and B). Consequently, the lithic refits show a higher degree of articulation of the occupied surface than the 671 
one observed by the faunal refits (Fig. 9). However, we cannot confirm that these connections between 672 
areas are showing their temporal synchronicity, because (1) the unidirectionality patterns of pieces moved 673 
and (2) any recycling pattern have been observed in any of these pieces (Vaquero et al. 2015; Romagnoli 674 
and Vaquero 2019). 675 
 676 

 677 

5. Discussion and conclusion  678 

 679 
The results of this work demonstrate that quantitative approaches, associated with the interdisciplinary 680 
empirical processing of data, are suitable and adequate methods for describing the spatio-temporal 681 
formation of the archaeological assemblages and can be used to reconstruct human occupation patterns. 682 
We identified seven different accumulations areas, all related to subsistence activities and associated with 683 
remains related to the use of fire by-products (domestic areas sensu Stevenson 1991; Vaquero and Pastó 684 
2001, Fig. 8), although in situ combustion deposits and structured hearths were not identified. This is also 685 
confirmed by the results of the faunal and lithic refits and the RMU analysis (Fig. 10 and 11). Despite the 34 686 
m² excavated surface we know from the shape of the substratum observed in previous excavations, that the 687 
successive occupations followed the shelter ceiling and floor.  The oldest occupations are farther from the 688 
shelter wall and are located on a lower limestone step.  689 
Level 4.1 of the Abri du Maras provides detailed evidence on the types of occupations under an open 690 
shelter during MIS 3. This site reveals some unusual patterns for Middle Palaeolithic short-term occupations 691 
(i.e. Sánchez-Hernández et al. 2014; Gabucio et al. 2018; Moncel et al. 2018, 2019; Bargalló et al. 2020; 692 
Cascalheira and Picin 2020; Picin et al. 2020). Previous studies have highlighted various types of 693 
Neanderthal cave and shelter occupations with a farsighted circulating model and recurrent base camps of 694 
various duration, from seasonal camps to bivouacs (Daujeard and Moncel, 2010; Daujeard et al. 2016).  695 
Instead, we have intensive in situ carcass processing, non-specialized dwelling activities with evidence of fire 696 
use, and no traces of carnivore activity (Hardy et al. 2013; Daujeard et al. 2019a).  Furthermore, this study 697 
highlights low material displacement, more faunal refits than lithic ones, and a relatively low ratio of flake-698 
tools. This pattern is uncommon compared to the other examples of short-term occupations both in the 699 
region and in Europe in general.   700 
 701 
Short-term occupations are characterized here by the introduction of large with secondary flaking in situ, 702 
raw material collection within 30 km of the, and behaviours organized around the exploitation of the 703 



 
 

surroundings during short-term autumnal reindeer hunting episodes (can be seen in other sites i.e. 704 
Costamagno et al. 2006; Richards et al. 2008; Gaudzinski et al. 2009; Daujeard and Moncel 2010; Britton et 705 
al. 2011, 2012; Niven et al. 2012; Rendu et al. 2012; Daujeard et al. 2016, 2019b; Discamps and Royer 2016; 706 
Discamps and Faivre 2017; Cascalheira and Picin 2020).  707 
 708 
Zooarchaeological and taphonomic studies, combined with spatial analyses applied to faunal material 709 
(including bone refits), is a useful tool for identifying areas of activity (Vaquero et al. 2012a, 2012b; Rosell et 710 
al. 2012, 2019; Spagnolo et al. 2019). Faunal refitting allows us to test the time between carcass processing 711 
events. According to our analysis, we observe minor or no displacement of bone remains, with most of the 712 
refits having a distance of zero. Anatomical refits demonstrate a high fidelity of spatial distribution.  Among 713 
the high number of bone refits, most are green bone fractures (Daujeard et al. 2019a). Root-etching 714 
alterations are the principal modifying agents of bone surfaces with half of the assemblage presenting more 715 
than one-third dissolved surface. However, this did not prevent the identification of numerous refits. The 716 
one dry bone fracture with a zero distance could be the consequence of sedimentary compaction without 717 
visible hiatus. Together, this shows a high preservation of the spatial integrity of the occupation level with a 718 
vertical distribution related to sediment compaction. It highlights the high probability that the level is a 719 
palimpsest of several occupations. Almost all the bones (in particular the ones involved in refits) have no 720 
traces of weathering, thus suggesting rapid burial. Moreover, we observed very few trampling marks and no 721 
carnivore disturbance. This indicated also that the rapid burial of the bone remains. Overall, this suggests 722 
that the excavated area has a high temporal resolution. 723 
 724 
Most of the faunal refits have a small or a zero distance. Moreover, most of the activity areas identified are 725 
not connected by bone refits, except for one green bone fracture refit involving a displacement before the 726 
bone dried and before burial. Butchery activity distributions seem to be clustered indicating different 727 
carcass processing episodes. All the activities of the butchering “chaîne opératoire” were carried out in situ 728 
(Vettese et al 2017; Daujeard et al 2019a). However, the absence of hearth does not allow specifying the 729 
hypothesis on the functionality of these areas (toss or drop zones, or activity areas) based on ethnographic 730 
observations (Binford 1978, Rosell et al. 2012). Clusters of bone and lithics are quite similar. We also 731 
observed some patterning relating possible butchery activities with the microaggregate lenses. Moreover, 732 
we noted a scarcity of bone remains around the microaggregate lenses.  733 

 734 
The implication of monospecific faunal spectra in late Neanderthal occupation contexts reflect specific 735 
behaviors which particularly raises questions regarding food meat and marrow abundance in the case of this 736 
specialized hunting strategies (Gaudzinski and Roebroeks 2000; Costamagno et al. 2006; Niven et al. 2012; 737 
Niven 2013; Castel et al. 2017). The high frequency of reindeer in level 4.1 shows that Neanderthals used 738 
the site in the autumn specifically for this task, targeting the most common species in the area (Gaudzinski 739 
and Roebroeks 2000; Costamagno et al. 2006; Niven et al. 2012; Niven 2013; Castel et al. 2017). Moreover, 740 
the selective transport of the most nutritionally valuable elements within the rock shelter shows planning 741 
and forethought (Vettese et al. 2017; Daujeard et al. 2019a). Intact metapodials with no evidence of 742 
butchery suggests a relative abundance of food and relatively short occupations of the site. This is further 743 
supported by extensive long bone breakage with little evidence of exploitation of phalanges or mandibles 744 
for marrow.  The emphasis on bones with large amounts of marrow suggests a period of abundance of meat 745 
and marrow. Bone retouchers are absent indicating that bone was not reused after butchery. All this leads 746 
to evidence of several rather short occupations that are repeated over time and mostly centered on the 747 
reindeer carcass processing. 748 
  749 
The technological attributes observed on the RMUs and the refits confirm the preliminary results of the 750 
technological analysis of the whole lithic assemblage (Moncel et al. 2014) and emphasize several main 751 
features. First, the high degree of fragmentation of the reduction sequences and the high number of 752 
isolated artefacts brought to the site already knapped are evidence of planning ahead based on anticipated 753 
raw materla constraints and subsistence activities (Kuhn 1992, 1995). Second, the evidence of partial 754 
reduction sequences could be interpreted as a feature of repeated short-term occupations in relation to 755 
the hunting of reindeer (Turq et al. 2013; Mayor et al. 2020; Picin et al 2020). Moreover, the variability of 756 



 
 

RMUs spatial distribution (see Fig. 10, Table 7) with some more clustered and some more scattered, 757 
reflects a series of short term occupations.  758 
 759 
The spatial patterning of the archaeological remains and the morphology of the shelter over time shows 760 
that the main activities areas that have been so far identified are located in the centre of the excavated 761 
area, about 4 meters from the shelter wall. The shelter substratum, with its successive steps, appears to 762 
have strongly influenced the location of occupation. The occupations are located in the best area under the 763 
roof edge to develop the subsistence activities with more light. This pattern is similar to other Middle 764 
Paleolithic sites and ethnographical data.  The direct contact of the latest occupation with the limestone 765 
substratum at the foot of the shelter wall suggests that part of the sequence has been possibly eroded. The 766 
occurrence of the large limestone slabs that collapsed at some distance from the shelter wall appears to 767 
have greatly aided in the preservation of the level 4.1 occupational sequence. 768 
 769 
 770 
The good preservation of anthropogenic microfacies and scattered charcoal fragments throughout level 771 
4.1, together with the lack of evidence for in situ bioturbation, show that the lack of hearth structures or of 772 
distinctive firing deposits is not a bias caused by post-depositional alteration. The profusion of scattered 773 
highly fired bones and vitreous chars in an unburnt host matrix suggests that the fire-related residues have 774 
been displaced from the original activity area where they were produced and intentionally used for such as 775 
other activities, as suggested by the scattered charcoals. The excavated area may not correspond to the 776 
particular location devoted to fire maintenance and more likely represents an open well-lit area devoted to 777 
subsistence strategies since it is far from the shelter wall (Kedar et al. 2020). Wood was probably the main 778 
fuel used (see charcoals of trees collected on the site) and was probably collected from the nearby areas 779 
based on the gathering of fallen branches. The selection was based on branch sizes and condition of the 780 
wood as has been suggested for other sites (Uzquiano et al. 2012; Solé et al. 2013; Vidal-Matutano et al. 781 
2015; Allué et al. 2017; Vidal-Matutano 2017).   782 
 783 
The spatial distribution of the lithic refits reveals two patterns. First, the refits are clearly located to the 784 
main accumulation areas identified by the Kernel analysis (Fig. 8). Second, there are a significant number of 785 
refits connecting some of the identified clusters (e.g. A with D, E with D, B with G and one between E, F and 786 
B). All the faunal refits are well clustered on the accumulation area and only one connect two of them. This 787 
faunal refit with a long connection line could suggest possible food sharing between the group’s members 788 
or different areas of treatment of the carcasses (Gabucio et al. 2018; Marín et al. 2019) (butchery 789 
specialized areas). By contrast, the lithic refits show a higher degree of articulation and intra-site mobility in 790 
the occupied area (n=7 refits) compared to the faunal refits (n=1 refit) (Fig. 9 and 11), even if the 791 
synchronicity cannot be demonstrated. This feature is also observed at other Palaeolithic sites (i.e. Vaquero 792 
et al. 2012a; Bargalló et al. 2016; 2020). Carcasses were exploited in the same areas and only humans and 793 
artefacts moved between the different subsistence activities areas.  794 
 795 
To sum up, level 4.1 of the Abri du Maras represents recurrent short-term occupations, and not a mass 796 
hunting of reindeers during one main occupation, marked by faint living floors and distinctive 797 
anthropogenic facies. Neanderthals brought materials from a collecting perimeter of 30 km and introduced 798 
some already knapped artefacts, especially during autumn for hunting reindeers and/or processing 799 
carcasses of reindeers. Some types of flint show that Neanderthal had to cross the Ardèche River to reach 800 
the shelter. Carcass processing indicates a low level of fracturing implying the recovery of meat and 801 
consumption on the spot of some marrow. Micro-wear traces and residues support that both butchering 802 
and domestic activities were performed at the site. Four pieces that refit show traces related with cutting 803 
plants and whittling wood (Hardy et al. 2013). There are not clear areas of specialized activities but there is 804 
intentional movement of some artefacts. At this juncture, it is not possible to estimate the size of the group 805 
in question but it may have been a few individuals or a family group. The absence of carnivore tooth marks 806 
on the bones abandoned on the site could be possibly explained by rapid burial, or repeated human visits to 807 
the site despite the indications of primarily autumnal occupations.  808 
 809 
The results of the level 4.1 of the Abri du Maras raise questions about the definition of mobile groups and 810 



 
 

ephemeral occupations for Neanderthals.  (Gabucio et al. 2018; Marín et al. 2019). At the nearby site of 811 
Payre, during MIS 7, we observed short-term occupations with a diversity of flint, mainly local (less than 30 812 
km), the differences being in the ratio of alluvial or colluvial flint collected (Moncel et al. 2018). Most of the 813 
types of flints Payre were similar to those of the Abri du Maras indicating that, over time, Neanderthals in 814 
the region used a similar land use strategy for flint collecting (for instance, for good quality Barremian 815 
Bedoulian flint - F14 and F34).  For MIS 4-3, the Abri des Pêcheurs, located to the west in the Chassezac 816 
Valley, and the Barasses II cave (Balazuc) along the Ardèche River, the records suggest brief and recurrent 817 
occupations (bivouacs) (Moncel et al. 2008, 2018, 2019; Daujeard et al., 2019b). These sites only contain 818 
flakes and a few cores in flint with limited use of local quartz or basalt pebbles. They also have a wider 819 
diversity of flint types from alluvial deposits and colluviums from a large perimeter extending in several 820 
directions, from 10 to 30 km. This suggests that toolkits may have circulated from site to site. 821 
 822 
Our combined results provide new data on late Neanderthal short-term occupations regarding level 4.1 of 823 
the Abri du Maras. The use of toolkits (points, flakes, blades and some cores brought to the site), specialized 824 
seasonal hunting of reindeer, carcass processing in situ and repeat disposal of lightning-related materials at 825 

the same place indicate specialized, short occupations of the site by Neanderthal groups. The lack of a 826 
formal hearth may not mean lack of fire in general (contra Dibble et al. 2018) but in contrast a long-827 
maintained knowledge of suitable fuel issued from lightning-struck wood. Indeed, distinct activity areas 828 
which vary in time and space suggest repeated occupation by one or several groups, probably centered on 829 
this specialized and seasonal reindeer hunt. Moreover, this evidence could represent shared common 830 
traditions regarding lithic, hunting and butchery practices. Comparison with Neanderthal MIS 3 sites in 831 
Europe, such as Abric Romaní, Teixoneres, El Salt, El Pastor or La Quebrada, indicates a high diversity of 832 
modes of occupation and solutions for exploitation of the local territory. The picture that emerges from Abri 833 
du Maras and other MIS 3 sites in Europe shows that late Neanderthals found multiple solutions to the 834 
exploitation of local conditions across southern Europe (Delagnes and Rendu 2011; Di Modica 2011; 835 
Sánchez-Hernández et al. 2014; Vidal-Matutano et al. 2015; Villaverde et al. 2017; Mallol et al. 2019; Mayor 836 
et al. 2020; Picin et al. 2020), emphasizing their behavioural adaptability. 837 
 838 
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 1345 
Table 1 Categories of artefacts and raw materials of the level 4.1 1346 
 1347 
 Basalt Limestone Siliceous 

limestone 
Granit  Sandstone Quartz Quartzite Schist Flint Ind Total 

Debris  1 1 1 1 36   137 3 180 

Flakes 6 2 3 3 1 45  1 646 1 708 

Fragments 
of flake 

1  2 2  8   327  340 

Entire-
broken 
pebbles 

5 1  8 2 9 2 1 2 2 32 

Blades-
bladelets 

1  2   2 1  202  208 
10.2% 

Micro-
debris 

     3   164  167 

Cores         51  51 
2.5% 

Pebble-
tools 

     1     1 

Small flakes 
(< 15 mm) 

  1   4   268  273 

Points  1 1      79  81 
3.9% 

Total  13 5 10 14 4 108 3 2 1876 6 2041 

 1348 
 1349 
 1350 
Table 2 Distribution of refitting groups according to the number of remains and the type of refit: mechanical refit 1351 
(green bone fracture refit [Gbf Refit] and dry bone fracture refit [Dbf Refit]) and anatomical refit (Anat. Refit) values 1352 
between brackets are %), NSP (Number of Specimen) 1353 
 1354 

Nb of 
remains 

Anat. Refits Gbf Refits Dbf Refits Total 
refits 

Total 
NR 

2 11 (12.5) 35 (39.8) 18 (20.5) 64 128 

3 4 (4.5) 7 (8.0) 2 (2.3) 13 39 

4 2 (2.3) 3 (3.4) 1 (1.1) 6 24 

5 1 (1.1) 1 (1.1)  2 10 

6 1 (1.1)   1 6 

7 1 (1.1)   1 7 

8 1 (1.1)   1 8 

Total 21 (23.9) 46 (52.3) 21 (23.9) 88 222 

 1355 
 1356 
Table 3 Distances of the faunal refits connections lines (cm): average, Max. (Maximum), Min (Minimum), Sd (standard 1357 
deviation) 1358 
 1359 

 All refits Gbf refits Dbf refits Anat. refits 

D
is

ta
n

ce
 

Max 251.31 251.31 114.11 96.03 

Min 0 0 0 0 

Average 14.07 15.40 9.07 16.19 

Sd 34.18 41.25 24.95 24.37 

Nb. Refit=0 46 28 13 5 

Nb total Refits 88 46 21 21 

 1360 
 1361 



 
 

 1362 
Table 4 Bone refits according the species. Nb refit (refit Number), NSP, values between brackets are % 1363 
 1364 
 1365 

 Nb. refits NR refits 

Ta
xo

n
 

Rangifer tarandus 61 (69.3) 152 (68.5) 

Equus ferus 6 (6.8) 20 (9) 

Megaloceros giganteus 3 (3.4) 9 (4.1) 

Und. 18 (20.5) 41 (18.5) 

Total 88 (100) 222 (100) 

 1366 

 1367 
Table 5 Bone refits according to anatomical part. Nb refits (Refit number), NR (Number of remains), Gbf refit (green 1368 
bone fracture refit), Dbf refit (dry bone fracture refit), Anat. Refit (Anatomical refit); of total NR and total Nb refit. 1369 
Values between brackets are % 1370 
  1371 

 Anat. Refits Dry b.fract Green b.fract Total 

 

Ant. Autopode 7 (3.2) 4 (1.8) 4 (1.8) 15 (6.8) 

Axial 2 (.9)    2 (.9) 

Forlimb 2 (.9) 5 (2.3) 43 (19.4) 50 (22.5) 

Head 26 (11.7) 2 (.9)  28 (12.6) 

Hindlimb 6 (2.7) 6 (2.7) 17 (7.7) 29 (13.1) 

Phal. Und. 6 (2.7)   6 (2.7) 

Post. Autopode 19 (8.6) 13 (5.9) 28 (12.6) 60 (27) 

Und  16 (7.2) 16 (7.2) 32 (14.4) 

Total 68 (30.6) 46 (20.7) 108 (48.6) 222 (100) 

 1372 
 1373 
Table 6 Total of pieces by type of stone and general type of RMU 1374 
 1375 

 Basalt Quartzite Quartz Limestone Flint Total 

R
M

U
s 

Isolated pieces - 3 6 - 11 20 
Groups 2 - 7 1 22 32 
Total nb. pieces 6 3 95 19 459 593 

 1376 

 1377 
 1378 
Table 7 Detailed descriptions of each RMU identified in level 4.1 by stone type, total of pieces, technical categories, 1379 
number of refits and technological consideration (see also Fig. 10 and 11) 1380 
 1381 
Stone 
type 

RMU 
Number (n°) 

Total 
n° 

pieces 

Technical 
categories 

Nº of 
refits 

by RMU 

 
General description 

 
Quartzite 

Isol-Qtzite 1 1 1 big 
fragment of 
pebble 

 
 
- 

Rectangular quartzite pebble fractured intentionally in the 
middle. Presents unifacial retouch on distal part. There are 
percussion and macro-traces of use on the distal edge 
(unknown material use). 

Isol-Qtzite 2 1  
1 broken 
flake 

 
 
- 

Broken Levallois quartzite flake (proximal zone conserved) 
retouched in the proximal part with a simple notch. Fine 
brownish grain good for knapping. Flake-tool introduced 
into the site. 

Isol_Qtzite 3 1  
1 flake 

 
- 

Levallois lengthen flake slightly déjèté knapped on a fine 
grain quartzite. Use wear macro traces on lateral edge. 

Basalt Bas-1 5 1 core 
2 fragments 
3 flakes 

 
1 

(n=2) 

Medium size pebble introduced in the site where is used to 
obtain two or three flakes and then transform in a massive 
tool with a thick edge (rabot). 



 
 

Bas-2 1 1 fragment  Fragment of hammerstone 

Limestone Lim-1 19  
 
13 flakes 
6 fragments 
of flakes 

 
 

2 
(n=4) 

Medium size flakes and fragments of flakes. The presence of 
cortical products and flakes from reduction sequences (even 
without cores) shows that the knapping strategies were 
realized in the site following recurrent centripetal Levallois 
strategies. This could be corroborated by the 2 identified 
knapping refits (4 pieces), one of them with the longest 
connection line (371 cm). 

 
 
 
Quartz 

Isol_Qtz (1 to 6) 6 3 fragments of 
flakes 
2 flakes 
1 flake-tool 

 
 
- 

 
Isolated products of different varieties of quartz that cannot 
be possible associate to the other RMU. All are products 
coming from bifacial bipolar strategies (discoidal type) 

Qtz-1 30 1 core 
1 flake-tool  
7 flakes 
19 fragments 
of flakes 
2 fragmented 
flakes 

 
 
 

4 
(n=9) 

The 30 pieces concerning all phases of the reduction 
sequence (cortical flakes, débordant elements, small 
fragments, tools, etc.). It seems that there are 2 different 
pebbles that are introduced to be knapped in the site. The 
tools of large formats are especially notches and 
denticulates. The first flakes of cortical removal of the 
nodule confirm the complete lithic sequences. Flakes are 
normally dissymmetric and with thick formats (four refits). 

Qtz-2 4 3 flakes 
1 fragment 
of flake 

 
- 

4 isolated cortical pieces (more than 90 % of the surface) 
and 1 without that are shows macro-traces. Reduction 
sequence very fragmented. Possible introduction of one big 
cortical flake. 

Qtz-3 2 2 fragments 
of flakes 

 
- 

Both are completely cortical. Flakes of hammerstone 
produced by the impact? 

Qtz-4 3 3 fragments 
of flakes 

 
- 

There are no more pieces of this RMU, only fragments of 
flakes and some completely cortical. 

Qtz-5 40 2 flake-tools 
10 flakes 
17 fragments 
of flakes 
11 fragmented 
flakes 

 
 

3 
(n=7) 

Pebble introduced and knapped in the site, all the stages of 
chaine opératoire were identified. The knapping products 
show that some left, perhaps a part of them should be 
transported after leaving the site as tool kit. realized. Some 
big flakes were transformed by retouch in sidescraper and 
denticulate. Presence of Siret fractures in various cases 
(e.g.1 refit).  

Qtz-6 5 4 fragments 
of flake 
1 fragmented 
flake 

 
- 

2 cortical flakes and some small fragments of flakes. Very 
fragmented reduction sequence, introduction of 1 big 
cortical flake. 

Qtz-7 5 1 flake 
1 flake-tool 
3 fragments of 
flakes 

 
- 

 
2 isolated pieces, without cortex, retouched as a notch and 
denticulate. Some fragments of broken flakes (3). 
Fragmented reduction sequence and only presence of the 
final stages. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Flint 

Isol-Fl (1 to 11) 11 8 flakes 
2 fragments 
of flake 
1 flake-tool 

 
 
- 

These isolated pieces belong all of them to bifacial 
centripetal strategies, mainly Levallois but some of them 
come from discoidal ones. We should point out two typical 
Levallois points and one big Quina scraper. All these pieces 
are pieces introduced already knapped to the site (tool kit) 

Fl-1 2 2 flakes - 2 elongated Levallois flakes introduced into the site (tool 
kit). 

Fl-2 12 1 core 
7 flakes 
2 fragmented 
flakes 
1 fragment of flake 

 
2 

(n=4) 

 
Complete reduction sequence: cortical flakes (refit) peeling 
the nodule and recurrent centripetal Levallois exploitation 
(refit) obtaining large flakes. The core is abandoned 
although it is not exhausted. 

Fl-3 6 5 flakes 
1 fragmented 
flake 

 
- 

Advanced fragmented reduction sequence with just few 
flakes and small débitage (no refits). 

Fl-4 3 2 flakes 
1 fragment 
of flake 

 
 
- 

One elongated Levallois flake and two small broken flakes. 
Fragmented reduction sequence that implies pieces 
introduced already knapped. 

Fl-5a 17 11 flakes 
6 fragments 
of flakes 
1 fragmented 
flake 

 
 
- 

Advanced and fragmented reduction sequence with no 
cortical elements. The knapping products are varied 
(configuration, réaffûtage, etc.) and belongs to Levallois 
strategies. 

Fl-5b 11  
11 flakes 

1 
(n=4) 

Reduction sequence of flakes by recurrent centripetal 
Levallois strategies. 

Fl-6 4  
4 flakes 

 
- 

Initial phase of the reduction sequence with the presence of 
4 cortical flakes. There are no refits but RMU are located in 



 
 

the same area of the site. 

Fl-7 5 1 flake 
3 fragments of 
flake 
1 fragmented 
flake 

 
 
- 

 
A set of 1 flake and 4 broken flakes (fragmented reduction 
sequence). 

Fl-8 2 2 fragmented 
flakes 

 
- 

1 isolated and a broken flake (no cortex). Pieces introduced 
into the site already knapped (tool kit). 

Fl-9 5 3 flakes 
2 fragments 
of flake 

1 
(n=2) 

Advanced reduction sequence. These knapping products 
belong to centripetal recurrent Levallois strategies. 

Fl-10 9 3 fragments of 
flake 
3 fragmented 
flakes 
3 flakes 
(1 point) 

 
 
- 

 
 
Set of 7 Levallois flakes introduce to the site already 
knapped. All come from Levallois strategies. 

Fl-11 6 4 flakes 
1 fragment of 
flake 
1 fragmented 
flake 

 
 
- 

 
Isolated pieces related with an advance production phase. 
All come from Levallois strategies. 

Fl-12 34 1 flake-tool 
14 flakes 
7 fragmented 
flakes 
12 fragments 
of flakes 

 
 
 
- 

 
Complete reduction sequence where all the technological 
products are represented: cortical flakes, backed elements, 
advanced flakes and tools, but no cores. Two possibilities 
(1) the core was transported after the occupation, or (2) 
some of the cores very patinated belongs to this RMU. 

Fl-13 231 129 flakes 
7 flake-tools 
1 core 
24 fragmented 
flakes 
70 fragments 
of flakes 

 
 

6 
(n=13) 

 
Complete reductions sequences. It is probably that exist 
two or three pebbles which are knapped at the site. They 
were differentiated by the type of cortex and some 
macroscopic characteristics They come from the same 
geological formation (same type of flint). 

Fl-14 4 2 flakes 
1 fragment of 
flake 
1 fragmented 
flake 

 
 
- 

 
3 semi-cortical flakes (around 25-50 %), two with macro 
traces of use. Reduction sequence is partial and 
fragmented, no cores associated. 

Fl-15 4 3 fragments of 
flake 
1 flake-tool 

 
1 

(n=2) 

 
Isolated pieces, some cortical.  

Fl-16a 2 1 flake 
1 fragmented 
flake 

 
- 

 
Isolated cortical pieces. 

Fl-16b 5 1 core 
1 flake 
1 fragment of 
flake 
1 fragmented 
flake 

 
 
 
- 

 
Isolated pieces of different phases of the reduction 
sequence, so very fragmented. They belong to Levallois 
strategies. 

Fl-16c 3 3 flakes - Isolated cortical pieces coming from the first phase of the 
reduction sequence. 

Fl-16d 32 2 cores 
24 flakes 
4 fragments 
of flake 
2 fragmented 
flakes 

 
 

1 
(n=2) 

 
 
 
Complete reductions sequences knapped at the site. 
All of them are related with different modalities of Levallois 
strategies.  
It is probably that in some cases exist two or three pebbles 
which were differentiate by the type of cortex and some 
macroscopic characteristics. They come from the same 
geological formation (same type of flint). 
Only one refit had been found, perhaps some pieces left 
and where transported after leaving the site (fragmented 
reduction sequence). 

Fl-16e 32 3 cores 
20 flakes 
1 fragmented 
flake 
6 fragments of 
flakes 

 
 
- 

Fl-16f 30 3 cores 
17 flakes 
3 fragmented 
flakes 
9 fragments of 
flakes 

 
 
- 
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Table 8 Lithic refits by type of stone and number of pieces/refits from Level 4.1 1384 
 1385 

 Flint Limestone Basalt Quartz Total 

Refits of 2 pieces 10 2 1 5 18 
Refits of 3 pieces 1 - - 2 3 
Refits of 4 pieces 1 - -  1 

Total Nb of 
refitting 

12 2 1 7 22 
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 1387 
 1388 
Table 9 Technological categories by type of stone of the refitted pieces of the Level 4.1 1389 
 1390 

 Technological categories  
Total Cores Flakes Fragments 

of flake 
Broken 
flakes 

Flake-tools Debris 

 R
aw

 

m
at

e
ri

al
s 

Basalt       2 2 

Quartz  2 4 5 5   16 

Limestone  4     4 

Flint  1 12 10 3 1  27 

Total  3 20 15 8 1 2 49 

 1391 
 1392 
 1393 
 1394 
Table 10 Type of connection lines by type of stone for Level 4.1 1395 
 1396 

 flint limestone basalt quartz Total 

Knapping  
connection lines 

8 2 1 4 15 

Knapping fracture 
connection lines 

1 - - 5 6 

Conjoin (post-depositional  
Fractures) connection lines 

6 - - - 6 

Total 15 2 1 9 27 

 1397 
 1398 
 1399 
Table 11 Distances of the fauna refits connections lines (cm): average, Max. (Maximum), Min (Minimum), Sd (standard 1400 
deviation) 1401 
 1402 

 All refits 

D
is

ta
n

ce
 

Max 370.91 

Min 0 

Average 60.41 

Sd 101.30 

Nb. Refit=0 1 

Nb total of 
connection lines 

27 

Nb total refits 22 
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 1405 
 1406 
 1407 

 1408 
Fig. 1 Location of the Abri du Maras. Site situation on the edges of the Rhône valley and detailed view 1409 
location near the Saint Martin d’Ardèche village 1410 
 1411 



 
 

 1412 
Fig. 2 A excavated area of level 4.1; B Vertical projection of the archaeological remains by levels (projection 1413 
band 6 green level 4.1, red 4.2 and yellow); C Map of the excavated area for the level 4.1; D Vertical view of 1414 
the site before the beginning of the excavation of 2009. The upper limit of the photo corresponds to the 1415 
limit of the shelter wall (see the limit on map C). 1416 
 1417 
 1418 
 1419 



 
 

 1420 
Fig. 3 Example of square J6, level 4.1 and density of bone remains and artefacts 1421 
 1422 
 1423 
 1424 
 1425 
 1426 
 1427 
 1428 
 1429 
 1430 
 1431 
 1432 
 1433 
 1434 
 1435 
 1436 



 
 

 1437 
Fig. 4 Examples of elongated pieces and points brought to the site already worked 1438 
 1439 
 1440 
 1441 
 1442 
 1443 

 1444 
Fig. 5 a Field view of the greyish microaggregate lens in I6 (260-268 cm); b Field view of the greyish 1445 
microaggregated lens in L6 C4.1 L6 (283 cm); c Field view of a microaggregate wrapped in a polymer film 1446 
from a diffuse greyish microaggregate lens in K6 (271 cm). 1447 
 1448 



 
 

 1449 
Fig. 6 a Stereomicroscope view of the sand-sized fraction extracted by water-sieving of a greyish 1450 
microaggregate lens in I5 (258-262 cm): abundant white and coloured polymer films, filaments, aggregates, 1451 
humified organic fragments, metal-splashed angular grains; b Back-scattered (BSE) SEM view of the greyish 1452 
lens in I6 showing the imbrication of polymerized plant fibres (in black) with the silty clay microaggregates 1453 
and the native metal inclusions (bright spots); c BSE-SEM view of the connected fish-scales and bones lying 1454 
above the lens viewed in (b), also with abundant native metal inclusions (bright spots); d to k typical 1455 
components of the microaggregate lenses in level 4.1; d nanostructured twisted polymer films with metal 1456 
inclusions; e nanostructured composite filament showing lightning-formed quartz with Fe-Cr-Ni metal 1457 
splash (in bright); f flash-pyrolyzed partly vitrified charcoal with metal inclusions (in bright); g flash-1458 
pyrolyzed bone with metal inclusions (in bright); h exogenous angular quartz showing lightning-formed Fe-1459 
Cr-Ni metal splash on the angular edges; i flash-burnt shell fragment showing in j degassed vesicles and 1460 
metal inclusions; k aligned droplets of Fe-Cr-Ni metal splash on a flint-flake. 1461 
 1462 



 
 

 1463 
Fig. 7 Density maps and visual maps of all the archaeological remains Kernel density analysis) with the 1464 
localisation of all type of microaggregate lenses from Maras level 4.1. 1465 
 1466 



 
 

 1467 
Fig. 8 Density maps and visual maps of all the remains from Maras level 4.1 (Kernel density analysis).  Red 1468 
circles show the accumulations areas with higher density of remains and the blue ones those with less 1469 
remains  1470 
 1471 



 
 

 1472 
Fig. 9 A Density maps and visual the faunal assemblage, the faunal refits and their connection lines maps 1473 
from Maras level 4.1, (Kernel density analysis); (B) Example of anatomical refit; C Example of green bone 1474 
fracture refit and D Example of dry bone refit. (Photos D. Vettesse & C. Daujeard) 1475 
 1476 



 
 

 1477 
Fig. 10 A Spatial patterning of the lithic assemblage and RMU identified from Maras level 4.1 (Kernel 1478 
density analysis); B Example of RMU in limestone; C Example of isolated pieces (tool kits) in quartzite; D 1479 
Example of isolated pieces (tool kits) in flint; E Example of some of the identified RMUs in flint (Photos M.G. 1480 
Chacón & A. Eixea) 1481 
 1482 



 
 

 1483 
Fig. 11 A Density maps and visual maps of the lithic assemblage and refits identified with their connection 1484 
lines from Maras level 4.1, (Kernel density analysis); B, E, F Example of refits in flint; C Example of refit in 1485 
basalt; D Example of refit in limestone; G Example refit in quartz (Photos M.G. Chacón & A. Eixea) 1486 
 1487 


